1 This chapter was finalized in 2011. Several works since then have dealt with various aspects of the subject at hand; particular mention should be made to the various chapters in Makeham, ed., Learning to Emulate the Wise. 2 Three issues of Contemporary Chinese Thought (37, no. 1 to 37, no. 3, Fall 2005 to Spring 2006 were dedicated to translations of Chinese articles on this subject. 
The Japanese Prelude: Philosophy as tetsugaku
The scholar who is often credited with coining the Japanese term which stands for philosophy -tetsugaku (哲学), later to be adopted by Chinese scholars as zhexue (哲學) -was Nishi Amane (西周, 1827-97), 'the father of modern Japanese philosophy' (日本近代哲学の父).4 Nishi was one of the most prolific translators and advocates of Western learning in nineteenth-century Japan.5 In 1862 Nishi wrote from Leiden, where he was studying at the time, to Matsuoka Rinjirō (松岡鏻次朗), suggesting that 'in explaining the principles of life, the [Western] discipline of philosophy [hi-ro-so-hi] also surpasses Cheng-Zhu [learning]' (只ヒロソヒ之學ニ而﹑性命之理を說くは程朱ニも軼き). In the letter, Nishi further claimed that the Western ways of governance were superior to those of ancient sage emperors Yao and Shun.6 The main currents of Western philosophy which attracted Nishi's attention were, as Piovesana and Havens have demonstrated, Positivism (Comte) and Utilitarianism (Mill, especially his discussions on logic, mostly inductive logic). In addition, he exhibited a strong distaste for metaphysics (which he termed kūriron -空理論 -'Empty Theory').7
For the purposes of this chapter it is important to emphasize that Nishifollowing some leading Western philosophers8 -granted philosophy a leading role among the various scholarly pursuits and disciplines, and saw philosophy as 'the science of sciences […] chief among all sciences' (哲学は科学の科学;
